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Introduction
Welcome!
You have become a member of a member-run
community: Artisan’s Asylum. You may already be one
of the members who staff the front desk, service the
machines, maintain and organize the shops, hold the
free workshops, give tours, and take out the trash. If
you aren’t yet, you soon will be.
Doing all this work is what keeps our not-for-profit
going since the monies the Asylum takes in are just
barely greater than the costs of operation. At any one
time we maintain a small paid staff. To continue
providing the tools and the inspiration makers need,
we all need to work together.
This orientation handbook explains some of our
member requirements. These include tasks like taking
the trash to the dumpster, cleaning up 110% of your
mess, and observing safety policies. We the
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members are also able to help one another to build and
enrich the Asylum by doing tasks like handling the mail
and packages, lending tools, advertising one another's
work, and sharing information.
This handbook is not a rulebook or policy document,
nor does it cover everything. There are specific shop
safety rules you must learn before working in each
shop and using each tool. You can find much of the
information contained herein on the public wiki here:
http://wiki.artisansasylum.com/index.php/New_Memb
er_Orientation
We hope this information will be the first of many
steps into your full and rich participation in Artisan’s
Asylum.

Happy Making!
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The Artisan’s Asylum Code
Respect the Equipment
● A lot is at stake in the shops. Stay alert! Use methodical
care around tools.
● Use only tools you are trained and tested on.
● If you don’t remember how to do something, ask
someone!
● Return tools to their starting position when done.
● Clean up the mess you made.

Respect your Fellow Inmates
● Be kind
● When a class is in session in the shops,
give them the right of way.
● Classes in the multipurpose rooms need silence.
● Individual studio spaces are private and tools within them are private property.
● Clean up the mess you made.
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Respect the Shared Space
● Plan your storage needs in advance. If you need storage space, fill out the storage request
form on the website.
● Only put leftover material in the scrap bin if you know it to be truly useful.
● Clean up the mess you made. Whether you’re finished for the day or just finished for now,
clean up completely. Then, clean up 10% more!
● Put your bagged trash in the dumpster.

Security
Member Access
● A huge part of both safety and security at the Asylum is knowing who is in the building. For this
reason, please badge in at the Front Desk every time you walk past it. If you are waved past
the desk it is a courtesy, not the default.
● When Artisan's Asylum is locked your RFID card1 will let you in the front door2.
● When someone’s RFID card does not open the front door or a guest is looking for someone, be
helpful. Never allow an unauthorized person past the front desk unaccompanied.
● If you see someone wandering the building who seems out of place, ask kindly if you can help
them. If they somehow got through a door, politely show them out.
1
2

You can use your CharlieCard or some brands of key fobs for your Asylum RFID card. Ask at the front desk.
You might need to take your card out of your wallet to make it work.
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● If someone needs assistance, please have them contact member services during business
hours at member-services@artisansasylum.com

Visitors and Guests
● You’ll need to arrange to meet your visitors at the front desk. They must be accompanied by
you at all times.
● Guests may not enter the shop areas.
● Guests may not use the Asylum’s hand tools, power tools, or computers.
● Guests are permitted only in the Social Area and the Multipurpose Rooms.
● Guests and their actions are the sole responsibility of the host member.

General Safety
● If there is an emergency call 911.
● Know where the nearest exits, first aid kits, eyewash stations and fire extinguishers are at all
times (see map on p. 21 of this handbook).

● If you are working with electronics, please be aware that Class C extinguishers are appropriate
for live circuits, and Class B extinguishers are appropriate for lithium battery fires. More
information can be found here.
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● Flammables: If you have solvents, paints or other volatile liquids you need to store them in a
flammables cabinet. There is one outside the paint room, and another in Building 8. No liquid
fuel is permitted in the building.

In the Shops
Safety Overview
This is a basic overview of general safety principles. Tool Certification is required before shop use.
● Closed-toed shoes must be worn throughout the Asylum; steel toes and metatarsal protection
are suggested.
● Safety glasses must be worn in all the shops.
● Wear any additional safety gear for the tools you are using.
● Do not wear loose-fitting clothing in the shops.
● You must pass the certification test before you use a tool, even if you are already experienced
in using that tool3.
● Use the right tool for the job. Misusing a tool because it’s handy can damage it, your project,
and your body!
● Always ask for help if you need it. If you see someone being unsafe, talk to them, or report the
incident to the Facilities Manager at facilities@artisansasylum.com.
3

Hand tools and soldering irons are the only exceptions, as we do not offer testing for these tools.
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How to Get Certified
The three main paths to to be certified to use
our tools are classes, tool trainings, and
testing. Many classes and tool trainings at the
Asylum, when successfully completed, include
testing and result in certification to use the
appropriate tools. If you are already
experienced with a tool, you may only need to
take a test. Learn more about our tool testing
practices.
You may not use tools that require
certification until you have been tested.
Even if you have used similar tools elsewhere
in the past, most shops have specific
requirements regarding safe practices and you
must be up to speed on how it’s all done here
at the Asylum.

Class registration and the testing calendar are
both located on our website. If you have more
specific questions, ask a fellow member, either
at the front desk or in the shop you’re
interested in.
When Something Breaks
If you find something broken or break
something yourself, tag it as described above,
and report it to the appropriate Shop Lead and
cc Facilities facilities@artisansasylum.com.
When you attach a red tag, include all the info
requested. No one gets in trouble for an honest
mistake. Hiding those mistakes may not go as
well. And, of course, the faster it’s reported the
quicker it’ll be fixed.

Access Artisan’s tool testing calendar here: h
 ttps://artisansasylum.com/tool-testing/
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Tags
Tags are used to communicate the status of projects
under specific circumstances. See the Wiki Tidy Spaces
page for more info.
● Green tags are only used by staff members to
indicate approval by staff of a Parking Pass.
● Yellow tags communicate that a project is in a
temporary position, not to exceed 24 hours.
● Orange tags can be used by anyone. Projects with
an orange tag may be disposed of after 24 hours.
● Red tags are used to designate broken machinery
or equipment. An email should also be sent to
maintenance@artisansasylum.com. Make sure to
include a description of the problem on the back of
the tag.

Specific Shop Resources
● Each shop has its own shop rules pages on the Wiki.

● Join the various mailing lists for the shops you work in; ie, wood@, fiber@, etc.

This handbook was last updated February 15, 2020.
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Logistics
Shared and Personal Food
Tea, coffee and related beverages and
accessories are member-stocked on the
shelves by the sink in Multipurpose Room One
(MPR1). Anything you leave out in the kitchen
area will be considered common, including
your dishes. Treat this space like a shared
kitchen with lots of roommates: it is expected
that you clean your dishes immediately.

We have two refrigerators in MPR1. Put your
name and the date on your food (including
frozen food). Throw out your spoiled food.
Unlabeled, super old or stinky food will be
thrown away with abandon or possibly turned
into artwork. If it’s unlabeled and looks
delicious it might be considered fair game.

Waste Disposal
● Put your trash in the dumpster.
● Any mess you leave has to be cleaned up by other members, so clean up 110%.
● No broken glass, metal shavings or shards, needles, or boards containing nails are ever to be
put into trash cans. Safely bag them and put them directly in the dumpster!
● Properly dispose of solvents. Consult their labeling and the web. Email
facilities@artisansasylum.com if you are unsure of how to disposal of something.
● Break down your cardboard boxes before placing them in recycling bins.
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● Use the green and blue bins for Somerville mixed stream recycling4
● We also have a compost bin for your food scraps and other compostable remains. Please use
it! Fruit flies love us, so please keep it covered.
● Please, no food trash anywhere except the bins in MPR1 and the social area.

● Cleaning equipment like brooms, paper towels and soapy stuff are in the broom closet in the
Multipurpose Room. Use them.

Effective as of 10/22/18 we have some new trash/recycling procedures and
guidelines
● Wood scraps should be taken to the trash dumpster in the L-Shaped Lot:
○ Wood/wood scraps should be broken down as best as possible (2.5 feet or less) and
placed in one of the designated trash dumpsters.
○ Companies are responsible for breaking down their own wood and if they cannot be
broken down to fit in our containers, you will need to dispose of these elsewhere.
○ Wood should NOT be put next to the dumpsters and should no longer be put in the large
wooden container underneath the tree.
○ We will be arranging to have the current wood container removed, but in the meantime it
will be locked.
● Recycling containers:

4

Somerville cannot recycle styrofoam, plastic bags, batteries, or pane or window glass.
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○ Please refer to the attached documents for what is and is NOT acceptable.

○ Many people are not following these recycling guidelines and fees will be assessed for
guidelines not being followed.

● Some wood chips are now being composted. Check in at facilities@artisansasylum.com for
more information about how to support this effort.

Recycling
Recycling bins are located through Building 10 for your convenience. Please be a partner in
managing the collection and removal of recyclables:
●

Review and follow the guidelines on pages 12 and 13

● If you have boxes to recycle, break them down before putting them in the bins
● If a bin is full, take it to the L-Lot and empty it before adding more material.
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Mail and Deliveries
As a member, you can have mail and packages and deliveries sent to 10 Tyler St.
Please make sure the sender includes your name and/or company name. Please claim your
packages promptly to keep the space free for others.

Carts
Carts are first come first served. We have a variety of flat carts, hand trucks and a pallet jack for
member use. Any items left unattended on a cart may be moved to the ground so the cart can be
used by someone else.

Loading Dock
We have a commercial loading dock where you can accept freight deliveries or load and unload
materials and projects.
● Members are responsible for accepting their own dock deliveries and pickups.
○ Accepting your dock deliveries is neither a staff function nor an obligation of your fellow
members. Please be considerate!
● Nothing should be left on the loading dock.
● Do not prop the door open.
● If you have a shipment going out, make sure you are around to handle the pickup. Shipping
companies are often optimistic about the schedule. Please make sure you have a buffer in
either direction.
This handbook was last updated February 15, 2020.
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● If you are loading or unloading a vehicle, only use the 10 Tyler Street loading dock. Once active
loading or unloading is complete, please move your vehicle to the Dane St lot.
● Only place things on our half of the loading dock. We share the dock with our neighbor and
can not use their space.

Incoming and Outgoing Mail
The mail area is located next to the main entrance. The front desk receives packages and sends
mail notifications via email. Your name and the date received will be written on the side of the box.
Paper mail is alphabetized by last name or company name. If you have given our address to be used
for you, make sure you check the box for any letters or mail, as notifications are not sent for those. If
you receive any pamphlets, brochures, catalogs, or other mass mailings, they will go into the bin
next to the letter mailbox.

Shipping Benches
● Shipping Bench has a load limit of 100 pounds.
● Any supplies on the bench are Member supplied.
● Items that are useful: clear packing tape, utility knife, shipping labels
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Billing and Cancellations
Membership and Rentals
Please see the following documents for information:
● Services Addendum (signed at point of sale)
● Member Agreement
● Billing Policies
● Member Services FAQ

Get Involved
As a member of a member-run not-for-profit, there are, not surprisingly, tons of ways
we rely on your help!
Volunteer Events & Committees
Check the Volunteer Calendar: there are monthly volunteer nights, shop-specific and task-specific
volunteer days, and more at the Asylum. The Volunteer page on our member maintained wiki has
the most up to date information, as well as a list of tasks that will only take 15 minutes, yet are
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exceedingly helpful. There are also a variety of committees you can join to get involved in specific
long term projects at the Asylum.

Participate on the General Mailing Lists
Our community uses several mailing lists, the most vibrant being Discuss and Inmates. On them you
can get how-to questions answered, offer and find jobs, and buy and sell tools.
If you want custom paid design and fabrication work there’s a members’ only list, Have-it-Made
where the public sends requests. For a full description of all the lists, and how they work, look to the
Which List for What page on the wiki.

Events: Attend Them and Throw Them
We’ve built a velodrome and a dragon, carved pumpkins with power tools at a street fair and floated
down the Charles on giant, yellow, inflatable ducks. We host free weekly fiber arts, circuit hacking
and social nights.
Keep your eye on our website’s events calendar and the member newsletter to see what’s coming
up, and if you have an idea for an Asylum event: plan it, organize it, host it! There is a Google Form5
that will help you get started figuring out a schedule and what resources you need.

5

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeBZCaLuwFk0YGtnSnM0eEyyqJ-juCz3Oiwgz5KpDIZGcMzhg/viewform
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Make Your Own Work Known
● Make your mark on the map of the Asylum to the right of the front door
● Create an entry for yourself on our Wiki’s opt-in member directory.
● Leave business cards or your contact info in your space

Other Ways to Help Out
● Want to give one of the daily tours? Be up front at the appointed time and check in with the
Deskie on duty.
● Edit the Asylum’s Public Wiki. Just open the page and click Log In to start

The Team
The Front Desk aka Deskies
Our front desk is run by a volunteer corps of members. They allow us to be staffed seven
days a week. They can answer your questions, but are not able to accept payments.6
●

Deskies are primarily concerned with security. During staffed hours, they are
responsible for regulating access to the space. If anyone walks past the Front Desk
without badging in or signing in as a visitor, the deskie on duty will stop them to make
sure they are in the right place.

Joining the deskie corps is by application. Being a Deskie is super fun and comes with some nice perks. Check it out!
The most current opportunities are listed here on the Asylum website: h
 ttp://artisansasylum.com/volunteer/
6
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●

If a deskie cannot answer your question, they will try to refer you to email lists, staff, an
instructor, or another member who can help you.

●

You can reach the front desk via email at front-desk@artisansasylum.com

Management
Name

Role

Main Email

Lars Torres

Executive Director

Lars.Torres@

Anne Wright

Education Director

Anne.Wright@

Phone Extension Aliases
executive@
113

teach@

Christopher Duval

Facilities Manager

Christopher.Duval@ 108

facilities@
maintenance@

Julia Csekö

Administration and
Outreach Coordinator

Julia.Cseko@

outreach@

Jason Keuhl

IT Manager

Jason.Keuhl@

it@
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Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of the Artisan’s
Asylum represents the voting members by
governing through written policies that
direct, control, and inspire the organization.
It deliberates in many voices, but governs in
one. The Board is made up of members who
are either elected by the voting members or
are appointed by other Board members.

The Chair of the Board is a member elected
by the Board whose role is to assure the
integrity of the Board’s process and to
represent the Board to outside parties. The
Board formally meets once a month to vote
on resolutions, which are recorded in
publicly available minutes.
The current Board is chaired by Steve
Derezinski; the full board and their profiles
can be found on the website. Member
elected members are Ariel Matisse and
Michael Dawson. The Member Rep to the
board is Jacob LaRocca.
The Board may be contacted at
board@artisansasylum.com
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Welcome, and
now go make something!
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